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Responding to the unique time and place of Ox-Bow in the winter, this class will focus 
on light as subject, object, concept and tool.  The class will begin with more traditional 

painting approaches and techniques, as well as quick experimental exercises to explore 
unexpected possibilities.  As the course evolves, students are free to hybridize and 
cross over into interdisciplinary explorations if they choose.  In-class exercises will 

examine and respond to a range of perceptual prompts - intersections of light, time, and 
process will lead us to new and surprising results.  Ideally this can be a class of diverse 
makers who are able to come together through an interest in subtle and highly attentive 

acts of perception. 
 
  



 
Seasonal Affects 

Course schedule 
 

 

 
 
 
Day 0 - Sunday 8 January @ 8pm 
introductions, review syllabus, conveyor belt surface prep  
 

We will meet 10am - 5pm every day  for the entire time we’re here. 
 

Day 1 - Monday 9th 
AM greyscale exercise/demonstrate transparent vs. opaque white 
PM more experimental/collaborative exercises--continue the conveyor belt 
 
Day 2 - Tuesday 10th - SNOW FORT 
AM Build a snow fort in the studio 
PM Paint the snow fort using our mixed greyscale palette 
 
Day 3 - Wednesday 11th - Son of SNOW FORT 
AM Build another snow fort, this time with non-snow objects and colour 



PM Paint the snow fort 
evening screening of Barry Lyndon  (Stanley Kubrick, 1975) 
 
Day 4 - Thursday 12th - perceptual games, materials demonstration & art hist 
references of how to paint light  
 
Day 5 - Friday 13th - fleeting light 
Spend an entire day on one painting or a series of paintings - you must respond (literally 
or figuratively) to the light conditions of the studio.  Keep in mind that the light will 
drastically change from morning to afternoon.  Today is largely up to you - you may 
work observationally or otherwise. 
evening screening of the Revenant  (Alejandro Iñárritu, 2015) 

 
Day 6 - Saturday 14th - plein air studio 
All day (or as long as we can stand it) we will construct a studio out of foil blankets and 
create open-ended work in drawing or painting.  Mix a palette the night before or just 
bring drawing supplies. 
 
Day 7 - Sunday 15th - open studio 
All day - work on a new independent piece, touch up work from the week before, consult 
on independent projects, and generally catch up. 
 
Day 8 - Monday 16th - AM crit and PM present 
AM crit 
PM present project proposals 

 
Day 9 - Tuesday 17th - independent projects 
evening screening of Breaking the Waves  (Lars 
von Trier, 1996) 
 



Day 10 - Wednesday 18th - independent projects 
optional evening night drawing 
 
Day 11 - Thursday 19th - independent projects 
 
Day 12 - Friday 20th - LAST DAY 
AM finishing touches, installation, and studio cleanup 
PM present one project for crit 
evening - studio crawl and dance party 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


